
Cafforia

Extraordinary Awaits

TM



Cafforia™ offers

around-the-clock

coffeehouse variety.

And it’s designed for

today’s hot beverage

connoisseur,with

features that emulate

local coffeehouses,

service carts, and

convenience stores.

Discover how

Cafforia can get

your hot beverage

business buzzing.

Cafforia satisfies with fuller flavor, enhanced presentation,
and a superior buying experience over older machines.
➢➢ Innovative pre-infusion brew system for consistently rich flavor 
➢➢ Illuminated artwork and lit menu panel attract customers
➢➢ Large flavor labels are easy to read – and easy to change 
➢➢ Premium dual-bean grinder is insulated for quiet operation (DG models)
➢➢ Brewed per cup so every order is fresh, hot, and delicious
➢➢ Automatic cleaning cycle maintains sanitation  

Gain an edge on your competition.  Cafforia is loaded with 
features that help you compete profitably against other coffee outlets.
➢➢ Offer up to twelve beverages including regular, dark roast, decaf, 
specialty drinks, gourmet blends, and hot cocoa – plus complements

➢➢ Space for best-sellers and seasonal varieties to bolster sales
➢➢ Two cup sizes capture multiple price points and more users
➢➢ Accommodates a larger cup set – up to 20 ounces!
➢➢ Manageable inventory for freshness and efficiency
➢➢ High-volume capability keeps pace with the morning rush 

Employ Cafforia as your sales agent.  Use it to retain accounts
through an equipment upgrade, expand category offerings, and win
business contracts.
➢➢ Offers users an excellent value choice over pricey coffeehouse runs
➢➢ Keeps workplace employees on site for greater productivity
➢➢ Eliminates time spent maintaining pour-over or air pot systems 
➢➢ Energizes workplaces at all hours, so even the night shift stays happy
➢➢ Features “Free-vend” for special events and employee rewards
➢➢ Guaranteed Delivery heightens morale

The Choice of  Vending Professionals
Invest in the finest gourmet merchandiser, crafted by a company with over 75 years of  experience. 

Backed by a two-year parts warranty and local AP distributor support, you can count on Cafforia – 24/7.√
Contact your local distributor for details

165 Bridgepoint Drive, South Saint Paul, MN  55075     
Phone: 651.288.2975   In USA: 800.523.8363   Fax: 651.288.2970     
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Avg. No. Avg. Shipping Regulatory
Models Dimensions Selections Capacity Weight Electrical Approvals

942 DLG 72”H x 38.13”W x 33.75”D 12 12 oz./600 570 lbs. 115V, 60Hz, 16A NAMA Approved,
943 FDX 14 oz./ 530 (20A circuit req.) UL, FCC
944 DG 16 oz./380

20 oz./358
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A Matter of TasteA Matter of Taste

Variety, Velocity, and ValueVariety, Velocity, and Value

Perk Their AttentionPerk Their Attention


